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Oversize & Regular
Wall Clocks
60"

C4857
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Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks

C4857 Colossus (on left page)

Giant-style impact statement! Metal case in
weathered brown ﬁnish with aged gold-tone
Arabic numerals measures ﬁve feet across.
Center disk removes for easy time change;
no need to take clock down from the wall.
Easy assembly. Clock ships disassembled in
four pieces. Lightweight channel construction
makes it easy to hang. Quartz movement also
features an exclusive-to-Bulova protective
cover allowing use outdoors as well. Requires (1)
C battery, not included. Convenient packaging &
easy to assemble. Weather resistant movement
cover protects clock for outdoor placement.

60"

Diameter: 60", 152.4cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cmm

FED EX/
UPS

C4877 Zeeland
Big and bold! Five-foot diameter case creates
an impressive focal point. Aged black metal
outer rim with antique silver-tone Roman
numerals and hands. Center disk removes for
easy battery replacement, no need to take clock
down from the wall. Easy assembly. Clock ships
in four pieces. Lightweight channel construction
makes it easy to hang. Quartz movement also
features an exclusive-to-Bulova protective
cover allowing use outdoors as well. Requires (1)
C battery, not included. Convenient packaging &
easy to assemble. Weather resistant movement
cover protects clock for outdoor placement.
Diameter: 60", 152.4cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

FED EX/
UPS

Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks 05
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C4801 Olde World

46"

Scaled-up oversize frame for high drama. Black
crackle ﬁnish on a multi-step frame, gold-tone
crackle Roman numerals and a vintage-look
map design on the center disk that removes
easily for time change or battery replacement
allowing the large frame to stay on the wall.
Quartz movement comes with our Bulovaexclusive protective cover allowing for outdoor
use as well. Ships in UPS-size carton. Simple
assembly required. Requires (1) C battery, not
included. Convenient packaging & easy to
assemble. Weather resistant movement cover
protects clock for outdoor placement.
Diameter: 46", 116.8cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

FED EX/
UPS

C4800 Nadya

Go for large scale pizzazz with this oversized
multi-step frame, ﬁnished in black crackle and
stylized Arabic numerals in aged gold-tone
ﬁnish. Parchment-type center disk removes for
easy time reset or battery replacement allowing
the large frame to stay on the wall. Quartz
movement also features an exclusive-to-Bulova
protective cover allowing use outdoors as
well. Clock ships in UPS-size carton. Simple
assembly required. Requires (1) C battery, not
included. Convenient packaging & easy to
assemble. Weather resistant movement cover
protects clock for outdoor placement.
Diameter: 46", 116.8cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

FED EX/
UPS
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46"

C4821 Gabriel
45"

Oversize metal case, rustic brown ﬁnish. Gallery
clock with large Arabic numerals. Center disk
removes for easy time change. Clock ships
disassembled in four pieces. Easy assembly
requires only 4 screws and 4 cap nuts, included.
Lightweight channel construction makes it easy
to hang. Quartz movement also features an
exclusive-to-Bulova protective cover allowing
use outdoors as well. Requires (1) C battery,
not included. Convenient packaging & easy to
assemble. Weather resistant movement cover
protects clock for outdoor placement.
Diameter: 45", 114.3cm | Depth: 1", 2.5cm

FED EX/
UPS

45"

C4820 Carmen
Oversize metal case, aged iron ﬁnish. Gallery
clock with large classic Roman numerals.
Center disk removes for easy time change.
Clock ships disassembled in four pieces.
Easy assembly requires only 4 screws and
4 cap nuts, included. Lightweight channel
construction makes it easy to hang. Quartz
movement also features an exclusive-to-Bulova
protective cover allowing use outdoors as well.
Requires (1) C battery, not included. Convenient
packaging & easy to assemble. Weather
resistant movement cover protects clock for
outdoor placement.
Diameter: 45", 114.3cm | Depth: 1", 2.5cm

FED EX/
UPS

Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks
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30"

C4806 Panel time

Tongue-and-groove-panel dial design with a
warm cherry ﬁnish features a peek-a-boo,
Bulova-exclusive slow-swing pendulum at
6 o’clock moves back and forth at relaxing
pace. Set off with soft gold-tone metal case
and raised Arabic numerals. Requires (3) AA
batteries, not included.
Diameter: 30", 76.2cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

30"

C4894 Chapel Street

Oversized clock has Matte silver applied bold
Roman Numerals, Trellis look center design.
Wood dial is ﬁnished in an espresso Stain to
enhance the natural random grain. Uses (1) AA
battery, not included.
Diameter: 30", 76.2cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

NE

W!
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27"

C4809 Blue Steel

Thoroughly modern time—Oversize matte
silver-tone metal case and raised laser-cut
contemporary Arabic numerals against a steel
blue dial track. Requires (1) C battery, not
included.
Diameter: 27", 68.6cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

C4895 The Estate

Country “Sliding Door” effect, Finished in a
Warm Brown cherry stain over Hardwood and
veneers, Metal satin silver ﬁnished accents
replicate the sliding door look from a country
barn, Traditional Roman Numerals and hour
markers create the see-through dial. Accurate
quartz movement uses (1) AA battery,
not included.
Height: 33.5", 85.1cm | Width: 25.6", 65cm
Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm

NE

W!
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31.5"

C4803 Taliesin

A Frank Lloyd Wright inspired design
showcasing his famous 1930s Exhibition font
numerals and signature red accents. This
oversize gallery clock becomes the focal point
of any room. Antique black metal case, lasercut relief numerals on a natural brown wooden
dial. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
Diameter: 31.5", 80cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm

24"

C4815 Westwood

Large wall clock ﬁnished in antique grey with
bold, stylized Arabic numerals and minute
markers, protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
Diameter: 24", 61cm | Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm

10
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®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.

24"

C4867 Manhattan

Contemporary slim-proﬁle design, zebrawoodﬁnish case. Dial has brushed silver-tone hour
markers and leaf hands. Peek-a-boo slow-swing
pendulum at 6 o’clock can be removed and
engraved for personalization. Quartz movement.
Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.
Diameter: 24", 61cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm
Engraving Area Diameter: 2", 5.1cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

C4814 Silhouette II

Oversize gallery wall clock with knotty pine
veneer ﬁnished in natural pine stain. Designed
to add a focal point to any d cor. Dial includes
offset aged metal numerals to create depth and
allow for natural back lighting. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
Diameter: 28.75", 73cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm

Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks
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16"

C4845 Oakbrook

Solid natural grain oak case in dark country oak ﬁnish.
Dark bronze antique-ﬁnish bezel and cream dial with
regulator-style numerals. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second
hand. Protective glass lens. Quartz movement. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 16", 40.6cm | Depth: 3.15", 8cm

15.75"

C4887 Beacon Hill

A walnut ﬁnished laser cut frame of hardwoods and
veneers is overlaid on a large glass lens, The parchment
type dial background adds depth to the Roman
Numerals, a separate sub dial independently measures
the seconds for each minute. The uniquely designed hour
and minute hands add a great look to this stylish large
wall clock. Uses (2) AA batteries, not included.
Diameter: 15.75", 40cm | Depth: 1.9", 4.8cm

SILENT
MVMT

NE

W!

18"
14"

C4804 Daily

With a day-of-the-week calendar, it’s a nod to oldschool-cool. A bold red indicator hand pinpoints each of
the 7 days as well as whether it’s AM/PM as the indicator
moves across the day. Outsized 18” wooden case in a
brown cherry ﬁnish and traditional dial with easy-to
read Arabic numerals with red silent-sweep (no ticking)
second hand make this easy to read from a distance.
Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.

C4228 Reedham

Solid hardwood case, walnut ﬁnish. Brushed aluminum
bezel. Transitional Arabic numerals. Silver-tone quiet
sweep (no ticking) second hand. Glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

Diameter: 18", 45.7cm | Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm
SILENT
MVMT

SILENT
MVMT
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PLATE

INCLUDED

C4808 Newton

Sleek design adds contemporary ﬂair to this
urban sized pendulum wall clock. Hardwood
case, espresso stain ﬁnish highlights the wood
grain and silver-tone industrial effect milled
dial with raised hour markers. Bulova’s exclusive
slow-swing pendulum moves back and forth in
a relaxing motion. Requires (3) AA batteries, not
included.
Height: 23.5", 59.7cm | Width: 9.2", 23.4cm
Depth: 3", 7.6cm

C3383 Avent

C4896 Bel Aire

Height: 23.5", 59.7cm | Width: 8.75", 22.2cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm
Brushed silver-tone ﬁnish engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

Height: 23.4", 59.4cm | Width: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm

Wooden case, two-tone walnut and mahogany ﬁnish. Offwhite dial with stylized Arabic numerals. Brushed aluminum
pendulum. Protective convex glass lens. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.

PLATE

INCLUDED

Modern design highlighted with Espresso ﬁnished hardwoods
and veneers, accented by brushed silver accents and a
swinging Rod style pendulum. The dial has a Silver Bezel
holding a convex glass lens. The White dial is accented with
modern hour markers and contemporary metal hands. The
accurate Quartz movement uses 1 AA battery, not included.

NE

W!
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C4880 Nantucket

Ideal for smaller urban spaces, but still
big on style. The ﬂoating dial design is set
against a variegated fabric panel in multi-tone
shades of blue—making each clock uniquely
different. Soft gold-tone metal case and
hands with etched hour markers round off the
contemporary look. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 14.2", 36.1cm | Width: 11.8", 30cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

19.5"

C4117 Phoenix

C4119 Flatiron

Height: 24", 61cm | Width: 19", 48.3cm | Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm

Diameter: 19.5", 49.5cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

Daring design at its best. Walnut-ﬁnish center panel with
slow-swing pendulum (which is engravable) complements
the minimalist styling of this wall clock’s champagne-colored
metal case and hands. Quartz movement. Requires (3) AA
batteries, not included.

14

Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks

With a peek-a-boo Oak ﬁnished slow-swing pendulum at six
o’clock, the burnished steel metal overlay on a wooden oak
ﬁnished base casts a spell. Laser-cut industrial-look Arabic
numerals complete the modern aesthetic. Quartz movement.
Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.

®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.

C4834 Luxfer Prism
14"

Frank Lloyd Wright designed and patented a
series of 45 prisms of clear glass tiles to refract
light for the Luxfer Prism Company Building in
Buffalo, New York, 1896-97. The front and rear
walls of the building were made entirely of
these Luxfer Prisms. This clock incorporates
two of the famous prism designs, including
the ﬂower design that was the only one ever
actually produced. Case is made of individual
bronze-ﬁnish rods. The dial has raised hour
markers on cream color with a shadow
background design. Quiet sweep (no ticking)
seconds hand. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

12"

C3333 Exhibition Clock

Numerals of this clock are an adaptation of the
Exhibition typeface, developed by Wright in the
1930s for use on a special series of exhibition
drawings. Dimensional cast resin case. Antiqued
bronze metallic ﬁnish. Raised outer rim, center
ring and stylized numerals. Requires (1) AA
battery,
Diameter: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 1", 2.5cm

®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.
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16"

C4846 Director

Sleek ultra-slimline metal case in satin pewter
ﬁnish. Tone-on-tone bold sculpted raised
numerals and blue accent quiet sweep (no
ticking) second hand. Protective glass lens.
Quartz movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Diameter: 16", 40.6cm | Depth: 1.82", 4.6cm

SILENT
MVMT

16"

C4849 Metro

Contemporary-look slimline metal case in satin
pewter ﬁnish. Matte black dial with silver-tone
raised markers and leaf tapered hands. Edgeto-edge protective convex glass lens. Quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 16", 40.6cm | Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm

16
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14"

C4830 Lobby

Time and temperature, please. The LCD inset digital feature
displays the date/day and Fahrenheit or Celsius room
temperature. Gold tone-ﬁnish aluminum case, gray subtle dial
with bold white Arabic numbers, protective glass lens. Silent
sweep quartz movement (no ticking). Requires (1) AA battery
for clock and (1) AAA battery for LCD display, not included.

14"

C4810 Manager

Office wall clock with industrial look, featuring clean, brushed
aluminum case, glass lens, and quartz movement. Bright
white dial and bold numerals allow easy reading from a
distance, while the digital feature displays month/date/day,
and Fahrenheit or Celsius room temperature readouts. Silent
sweep quartz movement (no ticking). Requires (1) AA battery
for clock and (1) AAA battery for LCD display, not included.

Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 1.7", 4.3cm
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm
SILENT
MVMT
SILENT
MVMT

16"

10.25"

C4831 Cubicle

White high-impact molded case, with bright white dial and
contemporary Arabic numerals. Protective glass lens. Silent
sweep quartz movement (no ticking). Requires (1) AA battery,
not included.

C4832 Office Mate

Black high-impact slim line molded case, with bright white
dial and contemporary black Arabic numerals to easily tell
time from a distance. Protective glass lens. Silent sweep
quartz movement (no ticking). Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.

Diameter: 10.25", 26cm | Depth: 1.6", 4.1cm
Diameter: 16", 40.6cm | Depth: 1.6", 4.1cm
SILENT
MVMT
SILENT
MVMT

Oversize and Regular Wall Clocks
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C4646 Silhouette

13"

Metal case, brushed stainless steel ﬁnish.
Raised seconds track. Quiet sweep (no ticking)
second hand. Flush mounted glass lens has
bold numbers reverse printed behind glass to
highlight the depth of the recessed dial pan.
Chrome-ﬁnish glass retainers. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
Diameter: 13", 33cm | Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

SILENT
MVMT

C4844 Winston

Contemporary styling with a diamond-cut
pattern on polished aluminum case. Silvertone metal dial with embossed numerals, blue
accent hands and quiet sweep (no ticking)
second hand. Quartz movement. Protective
glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 9.84", 25cm | Depth: 1.69", 4.3m

SILENT
MVMT

18
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9.84"

C4865 Night Vision

The fully backlit dial and easy-to-read
numbers make this clock perfect for kitchen
or bathroom. Light sensor automatically
illuminates in low light, shuts off in normal
daylight; or, if preferred, lighted dial can be
turned off completely. Molded two-step case
design is a Bulova exclusive. Silent-sweep
(no ticking) second hand, quartz movement.
Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery for
clock and (3) AA batteries for light, not included.

10"

Diameter: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm
Lighted
Dial

SILENT
MVMT

LIGHTED

C4893 Beacon

A fully backlit dial and traditional easy to read
numbers make this a perfect kitchen or bath
clock, the molded case is ﬁnished in today’s
popular blue with a matte silver inside accent
bezel. A Silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking)
effortlessly moves around the dial which is
protected by a glass lens. The fully illuminated
back dial turns on and off automatically
depending on the amount of light in the room.
If preferred the lighted dial can be turned off
completely. Clock uses 1 AA battery, and 3 AA
batteries power the back light, not included.

10"

Lighted
Dial

Diameter: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

LIGHTED

NE

W!

C4892 Darian

A fully backlit dial and modern easy to read
numbers make this a perfect kitchen or bath
clock, the molded case is ﬁnished in today’s
popular teal with a matte silver inside accent
bezel. A Silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking)
effortlessly moves around the dial which is
protected by a glass lens. The fully illuminated
back dial turns on and off automatically
depending on the amount of light in the room.
If preferred the lighted dial can be turned off
completely. Clock uses 1 AA battery, and 3 AA
batteries power the back light, not included.

10"

Lighted
Dial

Diameter: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

LIGHTED

NE

W!
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18"

C3260 Whittingham

Laminated dial. Antique-style colored fruit
pattern. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 18", 45.7cm | Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

C4898 Artistic

The hand-hewn ﬁnish of this natural wooden
case has a light blue aged wash to highlight
the visibility of the laser cut numbers. The
contrasting black hands allow for easy time
telling from a distance. A great conversation
piece as the numbers “break out” from their
conﬁned frame. The accurate quartz movement
uses 1 AA battery, not included.

17.7"

Diameter: 17.7", 45cm | Depth: 1.7", 4.3cm

NE

W!

C4897 Westwind

Wooden case that has a weathered gray ﬁnish,
a unique design that combines both Roman
numerals and modern “expanding “ Arabic
numbers makes this not only and accurate
timekeeper but a conversation piece as well.
This wonderful rustic looks is complimented
with Cream colored hands. The accurate quartz
movement uses 1 AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 17.7", 45cm | Depth: 1.7", 4.3cm

NE

W!
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17.7"

12.8"

C4835 Gears in Motion

Independent rotating gears in bronze ﬁnish, parchmenttype dial with denim blue center in an 8-piece solid
hardwood case stained in brown cherry combine to shift
this design into high style. Protective glass lens. Quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery for clock and (1) D
battery for gears, not included.

12.8"

C4833 Industrial Motion

Bronze-ﬁnished independent rotating gears add an
extra layer of visual interest to the parchment-type dial
punctuated with an aged green center and traditional
Roman numeral numbers housed in aged black metal
case. Protective glass lens. Quartz movement. Requires
(1) AA battery for clock and (1) D battery for gears, not
included.

Diameter: 12.8", 32.5cm | Depth: 3.15", 8cm
Diameter: 12.8", 32.5cm | Depth: 3.15", 8cm

12.6"

C4888 Mechanic

Motion with every minute! Metal case is ﬁnished in Flat
black, a glass lens covers the “Tool time” hour and minute
hands, Bronze-colored center gears rotate independently
while the accurate quartz movement measures the time.
An industrial themed dial makes a very whimsical design
for any home garage or man cave. Uses (1) AA battery for
the clock and (1) D battery for the gears, not included.
Diameter: 12.6", 32cm | Depth: 3.35", 8.5cm

NE

W!
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C9888 Precisionist

Inspired by Bulova’s most popular watch design!
Oversize mirror chrome-ﬁnish case with boltscrew detail features embossed metal dial with
luminous hands and raised hour markers. A
spark of yellow accents the dial. Quartz silent
sweep (no ticking) second hand movement and
protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 19", 48.3cm | Width: 18", 45.7cm
Depth: 4.5", 11.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

C4124 Full Service

Well lit…in every sense! On-demand accent
lights on mid-century service sign with
whimsical saying lets everyone know when the
bar is open. Aged metal case in weathered teal
ﬁnish features Arabic numerals, silent sweep
(no ticking) seconds hand, with on/off side
switch. Requires (1) AA battery for clock and
(2) AA batteries for lights, not included.
Height: 21", 53.3cm | Width: 14", 35.6cm
Depth: 2", 5.1cm

SILENT
MVMT
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Lighted

10"

Lighted
Dial

C4890 Regatta

Thin line molded case with matte gold ﬁnish, Nautical ﬂag dial
and Silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking) accent the Clock.
Below is a tide gauge that tracks the high and low tides for the
Atlantic Ocean. Great for sailors and Landlubbers alike. Clock
and tide gauge both use (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 16.5", 41.9cm | Width: 11", 27.9cm | Depth: 1.7", 4.3cm

C4891 Tide Light

A fully backlit dial and bold scale make this tide instrument
easy to read day or night. The most accurate readings are
along the Eastern seaboard of the United States and Europe
showing the actual time before each high and low tide. Great
for sailors and Landlubbers alike. Requires (1) AA battery for
the instrument and (3) AA batteries to power the light, not
included.
Diameter: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

NE

W!

LIGHTED

NE

W!

12"

12"

C4889 Naturalist

C4899 Clarity

Diameter: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

Diameter: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

8 individual solid hardwood pieces are assembled to create
a beautifully clean design. A natural clear ﬁnish shows off the
varied grain patterns of each section. The oversized 2” depth
of the case also helps highlight the genuine wood. A glass lens
protects a bright white dial with clean bold numbers as well
as a red Silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking) making this
easy to read and adds a modern ﬂair to any room. Uses (1) AA
battery, not included.

SILENT
MVMT

NE

W!

8 individual solid hardwood pieces are assembled to create a
beautifully clean design, the Warm walnut ﬁnish shows off the
varied grain pattern of each section. The oversized 2” depth of
the case also helps highlight the natural wood grain of each
piece. A glass lens protects a bright white dial and clean bold
numbers as well as a red Silent sweep seconds hand (no
ticking) making this easy to read and adds a modern ﬂair to
any room. Uses (1) AA battery, not included.

SILENT
MVMT

NE

W!
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Indoor/Outdoor &
Weather Station
26.25"

C4110 Sandpiper Outdoor/Indoor Bluetooth® Clock

Music to your ears, indoors and out. Weather resistant modern
oversize gallery clock can be outside all year long. Natural
wooden case has clear ﬁnish to enhance the unique individual
grain on each clock. Laser cut numbers and hour markers are
ﬁnished in champagne color, and center accent disk in gun
metal. Protective glass lens sealed with a gasket. Case houses
a weather resistant Bluetooth® wireless stereo speaker system.
Streams music or programming from any Bluetooth®-enabled
device. Universal charger included for the removable Bluetooth®
system battery, which lasts up to 4 hours. Requires (1) AA
battery for clock, not included.
Diameter: 26.25", 66.7cm | Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm

WIRELESS

24

Indoor/Outdoor and Weather Station

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks
by Bulova is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

C4813 Weather Master

Illuminated outdoor wall clock with a twostep metal case in oil-rubbed bronze ﬁnish.
The movement is sealed with a gasket for
protection from outdoor elements. Arabic
numerals and instrument graphics are printed
with a highly reﬂective ink. Responsive LED
lights automatically turn on / off from sundown
to sunup. Includes an adjustable thermometer
with Fahrenheit and Celsius scales and a
hygrometer, both also legible at night, as well as
a protective gasketed glass lens. Requires (1) AA
battery for clock, (4) D batteries for LEDs,
not included.

18"

Lighted
dial

Diameter: 18", 45.7cm | Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm

LIGHTED

C4885 Tiverton

Two step metal case ﬁnished in a gloss Royal
blue. Light responsive LED’s automatically turn
on at dusk to illuminate the highly reﬂective
ink so the time and instruments which are
adjustable to allow for local ﬁne tuning can be
read in the dark and off at sunrise. This clock
also has a selectable 5-hour timer feature to
shut off the LEDs to conserve battery power.
The protective glass lens and movement
cover are fully gasketed, making the clock
weatherproof under any condition. A silent
sweep seconds hand (no ticking) smoothly
measures the passing minutes. Uses (1) AA
battery (for clock) and (4) D batteries for lights,
not included.

18"

Lighted
dial

Diameter: 18", 45.7cm | Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm

NE

W!

LIGHTED

SILENT
MVMT

Indoor/Outdoor and Weather Station
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14"

C4826 Light Time

Indoor/Outdoor Clock. Weather-resistant
molded case, champagne ﬁnish. Responsive
lights automatically turn on / off from sundown
to sunup. Sealed dial and clock resist moisture
and humidity. Protective glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery for clock, (4) D batteries for power
lamps, not included.
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm

Lighted
dial

C4881 Liberty

New Frank Lloyd Wright outdoor lighted dial
design. Molded weatherproof case, ﬁnished
in a rubbed bronze color. Gasketed protective
glass lens. Automatic light sensor determines
when the 4 white LED’s light up illumination
of the reﬂective ink on the dial. Highlighting
the December gifts design from a collection
of “Liberty” magazine covers submitted in the
1920’s but never published as it was thought
they were too avant-garde for the times. Great
for any outdoor or high humidity location. Uses
(1) AA battery for the silent sweep (no ticking)
quartz movement and (4) D Batteries to power
the lights, not included.
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm
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LIGHTED

14"

Lighted
dial

SILENT
MVMT
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®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.

22"

Lighted
dial

C4886 Vineyard

Two step metal case ﬁnished in a matte
Bronze, Unique full backlit dial. Temperature
and Humidity instruments are adjustable to
help keep the most accurate reading in any
location. A four hour selectable timer setting is
available to conserve battery life. The protective
glass lens and movement have full rubber
gaskets making the clock weatherproof under
any condition or climate. Uses (1) AA battery for
the accurate quartz time movement and (4) D
batteries to power the backlit dial, not included.
Diameter: 22", 55.9cm | Depth: 3.5", 8.9cm

LIGHTED

NE

W!

20"

C4125 Block Island

Indoor/outdoor convenience. Two-step molded
case in aged silver-tone ﬁnish, features a
thermometer, with Fahrenheit and Celsius
scales, and hygrometer to measure humidity.
The movement is covered and protected from
the elements. Aged parchment styled dial with
large bold numbers makes this easy to see
from a distance. Protective glass lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 20", 50.8cm | Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm

Indoor/Outdoor and Weather Station
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C4882 Shower Mate

100% waterproof with an oversize suction cup back as
well as a hanger so it can be used in a shower or placed
on a mirror or standard wall. The silent sweep seconds
hand (no ticking) glides around the dial that show 20
second increments. These clocks are designed to ensure
that when washing your hands, it is done for a full 20
seconds as recommended by the CDC for good health.
Great on a boat or any high splash area or high humidity
location. The dial is designed to help young people
or anyone to continue to wash their hands for the
recommended time. Great to be used in any public or
office location as well. Uses (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 4", 10.2cm | Depth: 1.8", 4.6cm

SILENT
MVMT

Great for
inside
showers &
bathroom
mirrors.

NE
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C4883 Handy Timer

100% waterproof with an oversize suction cup back as
well as a hanger so it can be used in a shower or placed
on a mirror or standard wall. The silent sweep seconds
hand (no ticking) glides around the dial that show 20
second increments. These clocks are designed to ensure
that when washing your hands, it is done for a full 20
seconds as recommended by the CDC for good health.
Great on a boat or any high splash area or high humidity
location. The dial is designed to help young people
or anyone to continue to wash their hands for the
recommended time. Great to be used in any public or
office location as well. Uses (1) AA battery, not included.

Perfect
for boats.

Diameter: 4", 10.2cm | Depth: 1.8", 4.6cm

SILENT
MVMT

NE

W!

12"

C4126 Granite

Crafted in weather-resistant cast resin case tough
enough for indoor/outdoor use. Domed proﬁle with
the look of aged stone and etched Arabic numerals.
Includes protective movement cover to protect from the
elements. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 1", 2.5cm
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Side view

10.25"

C4884 Skylark

10.25"

C4879 Patio Time

Completely waterproof case, has a 3-point mounting
back which allows it to be securely located to any
location. Once mounted the clock case twists on
creating a tight water-resistant seal as well as permanent
mounting. A silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking)
gracefully sweeps around the dial with bold easy-to-read
numbers. The sky-blue case has a passing white cumulus
cloud effect to give it a casual look. The gasketed glass
protective lens keeps moisture off the dial. This clock
is a great choice for Recreational vehicles, boats and
anywhere a high-humidity or water-resistant timepiece
can be used. Uses (1) AA battery, not included.

Outdoor or indoor style. Waterproof high-impact case
with rattan-look ﬁnish and bold numerals also features
a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celsius scales.
Stays water / weather-resistant in any location, its
double-gasketed seal makes it ideal for outdoor use or
high humidity applications. Protective glass lens. This
clock has a 3 point mounting back which allows it to be
securely located to any location, once mounted the clock
case twists on, creating a tight water resistant seal as
well as a permanent mounting. Requires (1) AA battery,
not included.
Diameter: 10.25", 26cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm

Diameter: 10.25", 26cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

NE
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MVMT

14.3"

C4860 Sunrise

Three-dimensional raised radiating sun design with classic
Roman numerals in a resin case that’s ideal for outdoors.
The golden-bronze color is saturated into the resin, so
no need to worry about weathering or the ﬁnish chipping
over the years. Quartz movement with weather protecting
movement cover. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 14.3", 36.3cm | Depth 2", 5.1cm

Indoor/Outdoor and Weather Station
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Strike & Chime
Wall & Mantel

C4902 Fantastic

Inspired by old-world clockmaking artistry, this beauty
dazzles the eye and delights the ear. As tunes play, the
dial opens, on the hour, to reveal an inner design and
lights that ﬂash in time to the song. A selection of 18
total different tunes, grouped by (A) Zen Melodies, (B)
Holiday Classics or (C) World Favorites, chose which set
to play progressively on the hour.* The handsome goldtone-ﬁnish molded case has burl woodgrain accents and
painterly-like details on dial and inner case, a rotating
pendulum with super clear K-9 crystal elements that
reﬂect and sparkle in the light. There’s also an adjustable
volume control, automatic night shutoff and an ondemand control button that allows you to hear the songs
anytime. Protective glass lens. Quartz movement. Requires
(4) D batteries, not included
*18 traditional favorites or holiday tunes include: Selection
(A) Zen Melodies, The Butterﬂy Lovers, The Moon Over a
Fountain, A Wonderful Night in Spring, The South Recalled,
Full of Joy, The Elegant Music; (B) Holiday; The First Noel,
Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Deck the Halls, Joy to the World,
We Wish You a Merry Christmas; (C) World Favorites, Waltz
of the Flowers, Beautiful Dreamer, Greensleeves, Aydan
Serenade, The Blue Danube Waltz, Rock-a-Bye Baby

Height: 20", 50.8cm | Width: 14.75", 37.5cm
Depth: 4.6", 11.7cm

SILENT
MVMT

Open
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C4901 Dancing Tune
18.4"

Hear a different musical each hour and watch the numbers
on the dial rotate and lights ﬂash. 18 total different tunes,
grouped by (A ) Zen Melodies, (B) Holiday Classics or (C) World
Favorites, chose which set to play progressively on the hour.*
The solid hardwood case in warm brown cherry stain holds
an intricately detailed dial and features a rotating pendulum
with super clear K-9 crystal elements that reﬂect and sparkle
in the light. Flanked by angelic ﬁgurines on either side. The
volume control is adjustable and there’s an automatic night
shutoff as well as side-facing on-demand button that allows
you to listen to the tunes at any time. Protective glass lens.
Quartz movement. Requires (2) AA batteries for clock and (2) C
batteries, not included.
*18 traditional favorites or holiday tunes include: Selection (A)
Zen Melodies, The Butterﬂy Lovers, The Moon Over a Fountain,
A Wonderful Night in Spring, The South Recalled, Full of Joy,
The Elegant Music; (B) Holiday; The First Noel, Jingle Bells,
Silent Night, Deck the Halls, Joy to the World, We Wish You a
Merry Christmas; (C) World Favorites, Waltz of the Flowers,
Beautiful Dreamer, Greensleeves, Aydan Serenade, The Blue
Danube Waltz, Rock-a-Bye Baby
Height: 18.4", 46.7cm | Width: 17", 43.2cm
Depth: 4.15", 10.5cm

Rotating
dial numbers

SILENT
MVMT

C4900 Golden Music

Add a luxurious musical dimension to your wall. Listen to
12 different melodies playing progressively on the hour. *A
classically styled rectangular gold-tone-ﬁnish molded case,
rotating pendulum has super clear K-9 crystal elements that
reﬂect and sparkle in the light. A separate pendulum with 3
bells swings under the dial for added motion. A practical sidefacing on-demand button gives you the option to listen to the
song selection at any time. Adjustable volume control and
automatic night shutoff are added features. Protective glass
lens. Quartz movement. Requires (1) AA battery for clock and
(2) C batteries
*12 traditional favorites include: Waltz of the Flowers, Twinkle
Twinkle little Star, Green Sleeves, The Blu Danube, For Alice,
Waltz, Beautiful Dreamer, Hayden Serenade Schubert, Wings
of Songs, Liebestraun # 3 , Rockabye Baby
Height: 20", 50.8cm | Width: 11.5", 29.2cm
Depth: 3.5", 8.9cm

SILENT
MVMT
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C4903 Emporium

The combination of Motion and Melody adds something special
to any location. The molded case has a faux wood grain ﬁnish, the
unique double pendulum swings both at the top and bottom of
the clock, A large center crystal in the lower pendulum catches
the light. A silent sweep seconds hand (no ticking) smoothly
navigates the bold dial. This clock has a light activated night time
silence feature and a variable volume control, the integrated-on
demand button on the front of the case allows for cycling through
each tune without waiting for the hour (great for grandchildren’s
attention). A glass lens protects the interesting dial and ﬂashing
colorful LED’s when the melody is playing. This clock uses (4)
C batteries.
*18 traditional favorites or holiday tunes include: Selection (A)
Zen Melodies, The Butterﬂy Lovers, The Moon Over a Fountain, A
Wonderful Night in Spring, The South Recalled, Full of Joy, The Elegant
Music; (B) Holiday; The First Noel, Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Deck the
Halls, Joy to the World, We Wish You a Merry Christmas; (C) World
Favorites, Waltz of the Flowers, Beautiful Dreamer, Greensleeves,
Aydan Serenade, The Blue Danube Waltz, Rock-a-Bye Baby
Height: 19.25", 48.9cm | Width: 14.3", 36.3cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm
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B1850 Westport

Solid hardwoods and veneers ﬁnished in a dark espresso ﬁnish.
Vienna style metal dial has a raised bezel ring and modern
hour markers and metal hands. The 80mm satin silver swinging
pendulum is framed by a ﬁne double pinstripe on the protective
front glass, Brushed silver accents are on the top and bottom of
the case and carry through on both sides. This clock has Bulova’s
Harmonic II Plus 20 separate melody chime movement, which
includes the traditional Westminster chime and separate hour
count as well as a selection of Holiday tunes on demand. Volume
control and a selectable night silence feature is also offered. Uses
(2) C cell batteries, not included.
Select the classic Westminster chime with separate strike
feature that counts each hour OR 12 Traditional songs that play
progressively at each hour. These songs are Turkish March, Amazing
Grace, La Traviata, Green Sleeves, The Four Season Spring, Blue
Waltz, My Grandfather’s Clock, Salut d’Amour, Beautiful Dreamer,
Bach Prelude, Home Sweet Home and Nocturne OP9. During the
holiday season, adjust the switch and the following favorites will
play progressively one each hour: Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Joy
to the World, Hark the Herald Angels sing, We Wish you a Merry
Christmas and Deck the Halls.
Height: 20", 50.8cm | Width: 11.5", 29.2cm | Depth: 5", 12.7cm
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Lights ﬂash
with chime

B1931 Sturbridge

Hardwood solids and veneers ﬁnished in a
warm brown cherry, 3 step routed feet support
the classic tambour shape, A curved glass lens
covers the cream dial with traditional Arabic
numbers and metal spade hands, Bulova’s,
Harmonic Westminster only chime plays each
hour and has a separate hour strike. Night
silence is available as well as volume control.
Brass ﬁnished engraving plate included. Uses (3)
AA batteries, not included.
Height: 8.25", 21cm | Width: 13.75", 35cm
Depth: 3", 7.6cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm
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1

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1765 Cambria

Solid wood and wood veneer case, antiqued walnut ﬁnish.
Two-tone metal dial. Bulova’s Harmonic Westminster only
chime plays each hour and has a separate hour strike. Night
silence is available as well as volume control. Protective glass
lens. Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 7.75", 19.7cm | Width: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

1

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1975 Chadbourne

Solid wood and wood veneer case, Old World walnut ﬁnish.
Brass-ﬁnish diamond-cut metal bezel. Two-tone metal dial
with raised numerals. Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement
plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody
on the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike
available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic night shutoff
switch available. Convex glass lens. Requires (1) AA, (2) C
batteries, not included.
Height: 8.25", 21cm | Width: 12.5", 31.8cm | Depth: 4.5", 11.4cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED
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Engraving
plate

B1500 Kingston

Compact sized full feature Chiming mantle clock. Contemporary
design is Solid hardwood, warm walnut ﬁnish and polished brassaccented feet. Subtle screened linen–ﬁnish metal dial and silver
numeral trac. Traditional ﬁne detailed cut ﬁligree hands. Bulova’s
new Harmonic PLUS quartz chime movement plays a choice of
20 tunes, each on the hour. Select the Classic Westminster chime
with separate hour strike feature that counts each hour OR 12
Traditional songs that play progressively at each hour. These songs
are Turkish March, Amazing Grace, La Traviata, Green Sleeves, The
Four-Season Spring, Blue Waltz, My Grandfather’s Clock, Salut d’
Amour, Beautiful Dreamer, Bach Prelude, Home Sweet Home, and
Nocturne OP9. During the Holiday Season adjust the switch and
the following favorites will play one each hour progressively Jingle
Bells, Silent Night, Joy to the World, Hark the Herald Angles sing, we
wish you a Merry Christmas and Deck the halls. If you prefer just
the sound of a two note strike to announce the hour this can be
selected as well. This clock allows you to set an automatic night
silence from 11 PM to 7 AM or full chime feature 24 hour each day.
Also, the clock can be set not to chime at all, volume control to set
the loudness is also included. Protective glass lens covers the dial.
Requires (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 9.625", 24.4cm | Width: 8.43" 21.4cm | Depth: 3.9", 9.9cm
Brushed brass engraving plate included: Width: 3.75", 9.5cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm

Engraving
plate

B1860 Vanderbilt

Hardwood case stained in warm walnut with burl accents on front,
gold-tone accents on column caps. Two-tone metal dial offers a
classic Roman numeral set of numbers and raised metal bezel.
Below a matching pendulum swings back and forth. NEW, Bulova’s
Harmonic II PLUS quartz chiming movement plays a total of 20
separate songs each on the hour. Select the classic Westminster
chime with separate strike feature that counts each hour OR 12
Traditional songs that play progressively at each hour. These songs
are Turkish March, Amazing Grace, La Traviata, Green Sleeves, The
Four Season Spring, Blue Waltz, My Grandfather’s Clock, Salut
d’Amour, Beautiful Dreamer, Bach Prelude, Home Sweet Home and
Nocturne OP9. During the holiday season, adjust the switch and
the following favorites will play progressively one each hour: Jingle
Bells, Silent Night, Joy to the World, Hark the Herald Angels sing, We
Wish you a Merry Christmas and Deck the Halls. Adjustable volume
control and automatic night shutoff. Finally, if just the sound of
a two note strike counting each passing hour is what you prefer,
then that can be chosen as well. This clock allows you to choose
automatic night silence from 11pm to 7am. Also, the clock can be
completely silenced or set to play a full 24 hours. Volume control is
adjustable as well. A protective glass lens with pin-stripe gold-tone
detailing and recess for personalization plate. Quartz movement
requires (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 12", 30.5cm | Width: 9.3" 23.6cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Brushed brass engraving plate included: Width: 3", 7.6cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED
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B1987 Bardwell

Wood case, antiqued walnut ﬁnish. Decorative
carved accents. Polished brass-ﬁnish accents
and revolving pendulum. Decorative screened
glass front and side panels. Removable clear
acrylic back panel. Plays choice of Westminster,
Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody. Counts the
hour. Adjustable volume control. Night shutoff
option. Requires (2) AA, (2) C batteries, not
included.
Height: 10.75", 27.3cm | Width: 9.5", 24.1cm
Depth: 6.5", 16.5cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1845 Durant

Solid wood case, Old World walnut ﬁnish.
Decorative carved accents. Metal dial.
Decorative screened glass front and side
panels. Revolving pendulum with crystalline
elements. Plays Westminster, Ave Maria or
Bim-Bam melody. Counts the hour. Adjustable
volume control. Night shutoff option. Requires
(2) AA, (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 11.5", 29.2cm | Width: 8.25", 21cm
Depth: .5", 1.3cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED
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B1866 Holiday Sounds

Delightfully festive! Solid hardwood case stained in walnut.
Glass lens protects the oversize dial decorated in a holiday
motif. Plays 12 beloved holiday tunes randomly per hour, from
8am to 11pm until the night silence feature is in effect. Tunes
include: Twelve Days of Christmas, The First Noel, We Wish You
a Merry Christmas, Joy to the World, Angels We Have Heard on
High, O Come All Ye Faithful, O Little Town of Bethlehem, Deck
the Halls, Jingle Bells, Silent Night, O Christmas Tree, and Hark
the Herald Angels Sing. With back on/off switch to silence the
songs if desired. Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 9.5", 24.1cm | Width: 8.5", 21.6cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

B1514 Asheville

Bent hardwood case, brown cherry ﬁnish. Decorative tambour
style with burl accents on front and beaded molding on base.
Wooden bezel and full scroll case design with traditional
Arabic numerals with metal ﬁligree hands on off-white dial.
Protective convex lens. Bulova Harmonic 2 triple-chime
movement plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or BimBam melody on the hour. 4/4 quarter-hour Westminster chime
and strike available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic
night shutoff switch available. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries,
not included.
Height: 9", 22.9cm | Width: 14.5", 36.8cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1515 Norwalk

Traditional tambour design with hardwood case in walnut
ﬁnish. Striking book-matched veneer on case front and classic
parchment dial with Arabic numerals and spade hands, and
rear hinged door. Bulova Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement
plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody
on the hour. 4/4 quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike
available. Adjustable volume control and automatic night
shutoff switch. Protective glass convex lens. Requires (1) AA
battery and (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 9", 22.9cm | Width: 15.25", 38.7cm
Depth: 4.25", 10.8cm

3
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B8821 Heather

B1909 Abbeville

Solid wood case, antiqued wiped walnut ﬁnish. Decorative carved
wood accents. Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement plays choice of
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Quarterhour Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable volume
control. Automatic night shutoff switch available. Protective glass
lens. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included.

Polished metal gold ﬁnished base. White Roman numeral dial with
a gold leaf accent design. Rotating faceted Crystalline pendulum.
9" clear glass dome. Plays the Westminster chime on the hour, a
separate count announces each passing hour. Automatic night
silence from 11PM to 5AM or select chime completely off. Gold
ﬁnished oval engraving plate included. Uses (4) AA batteries, not
included.

Height: 13.25", 33.7cm | Width: 9.5", 24.1cm | Depth: 4", 10.2cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

Height: 9", 22.9cm | Diameter: 6", 15.2cm
Oval engraving plate included: Width: 2", 5.1cm, Height: 1", 2.5cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

B7466 Dalton

Solid wood and wood veneer case, walnut ﬁnish. Mirror-polished
gold-tone bezel. Spun gold-tone ﬁnish pendulum. Harmonic 2
triple-chime movement plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria
or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Adjustable volume control and
automatic night shutoff switch available. Clear protective lens.
Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 9.5", 24.1cm | Width: 6.25", 15.9cm | Depth: 3.75", 9.5cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3
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PLATE

INCLUDED

B1929 Annette II

Bentwood case, mahogany ﬁnish. Mirror-polished gold-tone bezel.
Dial with gold metallic accents. Plays Westminster melody on the
hour. Clear protective lens. Requires (3) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 14.25", 36.2cm | Depth: 3.75", 9.5cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

1

PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED
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C3545 Thomaston

Solid ash hardwood and veneers ﬁnished in a
golden oak stain, 8 individual piece octagon
frame surrounds the raised gold ﬁnished bezel
and convex glass protective lens, the traditional
cream dial has classic Arabic numbers and
a “railroad track” type minute scale with
spade metal hands. The lower case protects
the swinging pendulum and has a glass lens
screened with the classic “Regulator” term
noting an accurate timekeeper. This clock
has Bulova’s Harmonic II Plus 20 separate
melody chime movement, which includes
the Traditional Westminster chime and
separate hour count as well as a selection of
Holiday tunes on demand. Select the Classic
Westminster chime with separate hour strike
feature that counts each hour OR 12 Traditional
songs that play progressively at each hour.
These songs are Turkish March, Amazing
Grace, La Traviata, Green Sleeves, The FourSeason Spring, Blue Waltz, My Grandfather’s
Clock, Salut d’ Amour, Beautiful Dreamer, Bach
Prelude, Home Sweet Home, and Nocturne OP9.
During the Holiday Season adjust the switch
and the following favorites will play one each
hour progressively Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Joy
to the World, Hark the Herald Angles sing, we
wish you a Merry Christmas and Deck the halls.
Volume control and a selectable night silence
feature is also offered. Uses (2) C batteries, not
included.
Height: 21.25", 54cm | Width: 13", 33cm
Depth: 3.9", 9.9cm

NE
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C4115 Manchester

Solid hardwood case in warm walnut ﬁnish surrounds
raised gold-tone bezel and protective glass lens.
Traditional two-tone metal dial features Arabic numerals
and ﬁligreed accents. Bulova’s Harmonic II PLUS quartz
chiming movement plays a total of 20 separate songs
each on the hour. Select the classic Westminster chime
with separate strike feature that counts each hour OR
12 traditional songs that play progressively at each hour.
These songs are Turkish March, Amazing Grace, La
Traviata, Green Sleeves, The Four Season Spring, Blue
Waltz, My Grandfather’s Clock, Salut d’Amour, Beautiful
Dreamer, Bach Prelude, Home Sweet Home and Nocturne
OP9. During the holiday season, adjust the switch and
the following favorites will play progressively one each
hour: Jingle Bells, Silent Night, Joy to the World, Hark the
Herald Angels Sing, We Wish you a Merry Christmas and
Deck the halls. Adjustable volume control and automatic
night shutoff. Finally, if just the sound of a two note strike
counting each passing hour is what you prefer then that
can be chosen as well. This clock allows you to choose
automatic night silence from 11pm to 5:45am. Also, the
clock can be completely silenced or set to play a full
24 hours. Volume control is adjustable as well. Quartz
movement. Requires (2) C batteries, not included.

21"

Diameter: 21", 53.3cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

C4437 Ridgedale

Solid hardwood case, walnut ﬁnish. Decorative carved
accents. Two-tone metal dial. Classic lyre pendulum.
Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement plays choice of
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour.
Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike available.
Adjustable volume control. Automatic night shutoff switch
available. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries,
not included.
Height: 24.75", 62.9cm | Width: 13", 33cm | Depth: 4.5", 11.4cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4 | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE
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C4331 Hartwick

Solid hardwood case, Old World walnut ﬁnish.
Curved front glass gracefully follows the case
lines, accented with gold pinstripe details.
Angled corners with ﬂuted pilasters and
decorative carved accents. Two-tone metal
dial. Classic lyre pendulum. Harmonic II triplechime movement plays choice of Westminster,
Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour.
Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike
available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic
night shutoff switch available. Requires (1) AA,
(2) C batteries, not included.

Hardwood
Case

Height: 29.75", 75.6cm | Width: 14", 35.6cm
Depth: 5.5", 14cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

C3381 Tatianna

Solid wood case, mahogany ﬁnish. Polished
metal traditional Grandfather type dial. Hinged
front door. Gold-tone pendulum. Harmonic
II triple-chime movement plays choice of
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody
on the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster chime
and strike available. Adjustable volume control.
Automatic night shutoff switch
available. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not
included.
Height: 38.5", 98cm | Width: 15", 38.1cm
Depth: 5.75", 14.6cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3
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PLATE

INCLUDED

Strike and Chime, Wall and Mantel

Lyre
Pendulum

C4443 Baronet

Solid wood case, brown mahogany ﬁnish. Metal
Vienna-style dial and gold-tone pendulum.
Harmonic 2 triple-chime movement plays
choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam
melody on the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster
chime and strike available. Adjustable volume
control. Automatic night shutoff switch
available. Decorative screened glass. Requires
(1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 22.5", 57.2cm | Width: 12.25", 31.1cm
Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm

3

C3543 Ashford

Classic schoolhouse clock design. Solid
hardwood and wood veneer case, Old World
walnut ﬁnish. Gold-tone pendulum. Harmonic
2 triple-chime movement plays choice of
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody
on the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster chime
and strike available. Adjustable volume control.
Automatic night shutoff switch available.
Decorative screened glass. Requires (1) AA, (2) C
batteries, not included.
Height: 25", 63.5cm | Width: 13.75", 34.9cm
Depth: 5", 12.7cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

Strike and Chime, Wall and Mantel
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C4836 Harley Bradley Clock

Gracing a cul-de-sac and overlooking the Kankakee River in Illinois, the
handsome two-story B. Harley Bradley House was designed by Frank Lloyd
Wright early in his career and has a variety of unique and beautiful leaded
glass windows. Their elongated geometric patterns are some of the most
sophisticated ever created and this clock design has been adapted from a
detail of one of those windows. Bentwood curved top and full base in maple
veneer stained in an ebony ﬁnish with brass-ﬁnish rod pendulum. Bulova
Harmonic II triple-chime plays a choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam
melody on the hour. Adjustable volume control. Automatic night shutoff switch
available. Quiet sweep (no ticking) seconds hand. Protective glass lens. Requires
(4) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 18.5", 47cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm | Depth: 4.25", 10.8cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

C1517 Saybrook

Solid hardwood and wood veneer case, warm brown cherry ﬁnish.
Classic split pediment design with full crown returns. Vienna-style
metal dial with Arabic numerals and full lyre pendulum. Harmonic
II triple-chime movement plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria
or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. 4/4 quarter-hour Westminster
chime and strike available. Adjustable volume control. Automatic
night shutoff switch available. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not
included.
Height: 20.5", 52.1cm | Width: 9.75", 24.8cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3
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C3542 Cranbrook

Solid hardwood and wood veneer case, Old World walnut
ﬁnish. Decorative carved accents. Metal dial. Matching harp lyre
pendulum. Harmonic II triple-chime movement plays choice of
Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour. Quarterhour Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable volume
control. Automatic night shutoff switch available. Decorative
screened glass. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 19", 48.3cm | Width: 9", 22.3cm | Depth: 3.75", 9.5cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED

Strike and Chime, Wall and Mantel
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C4419 Manorcourt

Hardwood solids and veneers, natural oak ﬁnish. Brass ﬁnish metal
dial and pendulum. Harmonic II triple-chime movement plays
choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on the hour.
Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable
volume control. Automatic night shutoff available. Decorative
screened glass. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries, not included.
Height: 24.25", 61.6cm | Width: 11.25", 28.6cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25, 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

3

Oak solids and veneers, California oak ﬁnish. Vienna-style metal
dial. Wood stick pendulum. Harmonic II triple-chime movement
plays choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody on
the hour. Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike available.
Adjustable volume control. Automatic night shutoff switch
available. Decorative screened glass. Requires (1) AA, (2) C batteries,
not included.
Height: 26.25", 66.7cm | Width: 13.25", 33.7cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25, 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1839 Willits Mantel Clock

Adaptation of an art glass window from the Ward W. Willits House,
a 1902 Prairie-style masterpiece, Highland Park, Illinois. Solid wood
case, walnut ﬁnish. Geometric wood pendulum. Quiet sweep (no
ticking) second hand. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery,
not included.
Height: 16", 40.6cm | Width: 7", 17.8cm | Depth: 3.5", 8.9cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

C3375 Cirrus

3

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1659 Usonian II Mantel Clock

Based on the “board and batten” walls utilized in the Usonian
Homes, 1936-1959. Solid hardwood alder case, natural ﬁnish.
Walnut stain base and accent lines. Protective glass lens Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.5", 16.5cm | Width: 9.5", 24.0cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm
Brass material, brushed ﬁnish engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED

®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.
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Tabletop &
Picture Frame

B8826 Victoria

Polished and brushed brass ﬁnished metal
case, 10” Glass dome protects the ﬁnely cut
metal movement gears and a remote seconds
sub dial mounted on a solid hardwood
mahogany gloss ﬁnished base. The diamond
cut metal chapter ring surrounds the exposed
gears and Filigree cut metal hands. Brushed
brass plate included, Uses (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 10.5", 26.7cm | Width: 9.25", 23.5cm |
Depth: 9.25", 23.5cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm |
Height: .75", 1.9cm

NE
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PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame

B1881 Holyoke

Solid hardwood case, distinctive cherry ﬁnish. Decorative
black accents on top, base and dial frame. White dial with
black Roman numerals and hour markers. Protective glass
lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 7.5", 19.1cm | Width: 10", 25.4cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

B7651 Ambiance

Solid wood case, dark wine ﬁnish. Brushed 360˚ aluminum
columns. Polished chrome inlaid accents and feet. Spun
aluminum dial with raised chrome markers at 12/3/6/9
positions. Protective glass lens with mirror frame. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
Height: 9.5", 24.1cm | Width: 10.25, 26cm | Depth: 4", 10.2cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED
PLATE

INCLUDED

Engraving
plate

B7467 Hardwick

Solid hardwood and wood veneer case, walnut ﬁnish.
Decorative screened glass. Brass-ﬁnish pendulum. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
Height: 10", 25.4cm | Width: 7", 17.8cm | Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

B2258 Wyndmere, World Time

Wood case. Brushed stainless steel corners. Spun and
brushed ﬁnish world time dial with major city markings.
Clear quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand disk with airplane
rotating around dial. Protective glass lens with mirror border.
Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 9", 22.9cm | Width: 7.75", 19.7cm | Depth: 3.5", 8.9cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm |
Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B1864 Silver Streak

There’s a sculptural ﬂair to this contemporary
tabletop design with aged silver-tone metal
case. Silent-sweep (no ticking) second hand
glides smoothly around the hand-cut open dial.
Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 16", 40.6cm | Width: 12", 30.5cm
Depth: 2.63", 6.7cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B8900 Classic

B8901 Newton

Height: 7.25", 18.4cm | Width: 6.5", 16.5cm | Depth: 4.1", 10.4cm

Height: 10.4", 26.4cm | Width: 10.4", 26.4cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm

Aged metal case and dial has an antiqued feel of an 1800’s
old world table clock. The “traveler” dial shows the world
hemispheres. Protective glass lens and accurate Quartz
movement. Uses (1) AA battery, not included.

NE

W!
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Tabletop and Picture Frame

Metal case ﬁnished in gold with a Black metal stand. Glass
protective lens. White Filigree hands and Roman numerals
contrast the midnight black dial. Uses (1) AA battery, not
included.

NE

W!

B1708 Forecaster

This compact, yet sophisticated, powerhouse
is loaded with features to anticipate your every
need:
• Functions as a dual-zone temperature
weather station with Fahrenheit or Celsius
settings to measure indoor and outdoor
temperature and humidity
• Its remote sensor accurately monitors
outdoor weather and forecasts general
weather conditions
• Displays time in a choice of 12- or 24-hour
format, and has dual alarms with a selectable
snooze feature up to 30 minutes in length
• Its day/date/month calendar feature also
tracks the lunar cycle and shows the current
phases of the moon
• Faux-wood veneer case with black accents
stands on desktop or can easily mounted to
a wall
• Large accent brass plate is included that ﬁts
in lower framed area, can be applied with or
without engraving for personalization
• Requires (4) AA batteries, 2 for clock and 2 for
remote transmitter, not included
Remote sensor included
for accurate outdoor
weather forecasts

Height: 7.5", 19.1cm | Width: 6.85", 17.4cm
Depth (with stand): 3.15", 8cm
Large brass engravable accent plaque included:
Width: 5", 12.7cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B7590 Belvedere

Solid wood top and base, high-gloss piano
ﬁnish over mahogany stain. Silver-tone ﬁnish
ribbed metal sides. Raised chapter ring dial
with open fret spade hands. Includes clock,
thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celsius
scales, and hygrometer. Protective glass lens.
Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 8", 20.3cm | Width: 675", 17.1cm
Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B8821 Heather

Polished metal gold ﬁnished base. White Roman
numeral dial with a gold leaf accent design.
Rotating faceted Crystalline pendulum. 9" clear
glass dome. Plays the Westminster chime on
the hour, a separate count announces each
passing hour. Automatic night silence from 11PM
to 5AM or select chime completely off. Gold
ﬁnished oval engraving plate included. Uses (4)
AA batteries, not included.
Height: 9", 22.9cm | Diameter: 6", 15.2cm
Oval engraving plate included: Width: 2", 5.1cm,
Height: 1", 2.5cm

NE

W!

1

PLATE

INCLUDED

B8818 Tristan I

Stepped metal base, brass ﬁnish. Polished
metal dial with crystalline faceted spun ﬁnish
chapter ring. Glass dome. Revolving pendulum.
Requires (2) AA batteries, not included.

Height: 9", 22.9cm | Diameter: 6", 15.2cm
Oval engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED
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Tabletop and Picture Frame

B2026 Valeria

Solid wood case, high-gloss piano ﬁnish over walnut burl veneer
and walnut stain. Contrasting matte black split columns. Goldtone inlaid accents, feet and capitals. Gold-tone ﬁnish metal
skeleton movement with pendulum. Glass inserts in front and
sides. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 14", 35.6cm | Width: 9.75", 24.8cm | Depth: 4.75", 12.1cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

B2025 Wentworth

Solid wood case, high-gloss black and mahogany piano ﬁnish.
Polished chrome inlaid accents and feet. Chrome-ﬁnish metal
skeleton movement with pendulum. Protective curved glass
lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 12", 30.5cm | Width: 8", 20.3cm | Depth: 4", 10.2cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

PLATE

INCLUDED

INCLUDED

B1718 Gentry

B2023 Vantage

Height: 10.5", 26.7cm | Width: 8.25, 21cm | Depth: 5.25", 13.3cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

Height: 10", 25.4cm | Width: 8", 20.3cm | Depth: 4.25", 10.8cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

Solid hardwood top and base, high-gloss piano ﬁnish over
mahogany stain. Matte black sides. Polished chrome inlaid
accents, bun feet and revolving pendulum. Spun aluminum
dial with raised chrome-ﬁnish numerals on black chapter ring.
Removable clear acrylic back panel. Protective curved glass
lens. Requires (2) AA batteries, not included.

Solid wood base, high-gloss piano ﬁnish over black stain.
Chrome-ﬁnish metal skeleton movement with separate second
hand subdial. Spun aluminum dial with black Roman numerals.
Passing bell strike on the hour. Glass inserts in front and sides
with chrome ﬁnish metal accents. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.

PLATE

PLATE

INCLUDED

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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Engraving
plate

B1710 Golden Eye

B1719 Arthur

Height: 5.25", 13.3cm | Width: 4", 10.2cm | Depth: 2.1", 5.3cm
Can accommodate engraving on the base or on brass
engraving plate, which is included. Width: 3.75", 9.5cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

Height: 6.5", 16.5cm | Width: 5.5", 14cm | Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm
Oval engraving plate included: Width: 2", 5.1cm | Height: 1", 2.5cm

Solid metal brushed brass-tone case and skeleton movement
with remote second-hand sub-dial. Clock is slightly angled for
easier viewing from a desk. Protective glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.

Polished and Brushed gold ﬁnished metal case, curved side
ribbed accents. Mirror polished Numeral track with traditional
Roman Numerals and minute markers. Protective glass lens,
movable handle, Brushed brass engraving plate included.
Accurate quartz movement uses (1) AA battery, not included.

NE
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PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED

Engraving
plate

B7520 Largo

Solid hardwood base, dark mahogany stain. Mirror-chrome
ﬁnished pivoting clock housing and supports. Skeleton
movement with remote second hand subdial. Protective glass
lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm | Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

Engraving
plate

B1706 Trident

Solid hardwood base with ebony gloss ﬁnish holds stylized
triangle-shaped clock, embedded in heavyweight K-9 crystal.
Polished chrome skeleton movement, Arabic numeral ring
with diamond-cut radius design, remote seconds hand
subdial at the 6 o’clock position. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 6.75", 17.1cm | Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm
Silver engraving plate included:
Width: 3", 7.6cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

PLATE

INCLUDED
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Tabletop and Picture Frame

Engraving
plate

B2454 The Pearl

Solid metal case ﬁnished in mirrored polished silver. Clear
octagon posts accent the “ﬂoating” dial with a faux mother
of pearl dial. Contemporary thin Roman numerals and hour
bars give this presentation clock an uncluttered design. Quartz
movement requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 7", 17.8cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm
Silver beveled edge engraving plate included:
Width: 3", 7.6cm | Height: 1", 2.5cm

B1720 Adrienne

Polished silver metal case. Movable handle. “Floating” skeleton
movement with remote seconds subdial ﬁts inside a diamond
cut Chapter ring with traditional Roman numerals and ﬁligree
cut metal hands. Independent K-9 glass columns on each
side with silver column caps top and bottom. Protective glass
front lens. Uses (1) AAA battery, not included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 7.25", 18.4cm | Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Silver engraving plate included: Width: 2", 5.1cm
Height: 1", 2.5cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

NE
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PLATE

INCLUDED

B2842 Accolade

B1863 Bonita

Height: 5.25", 13.3cm | Width: 6", 15.2cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 9.25", 23.5cm | Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

Heavy mineral glass case. Spun aluminum recessed dial. Spun
aluminum bezel with black engraved hour markers. Protective
glass lens. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.

SILENT
MVMT

A modern take on a tambour design. Brushed-brass ﬁnished
metal case and dial with contemporary hour markers.
Protective glass front. Quartz movement Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.

PLATE

PLATE

INCLUDED

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B1534 Empire

Solid hardwood case, espresso ﬁnish. Beveled
glass front. Crystalline revolving pendulum.
Two-tone silver polished metal dial. Leadedglass effect side panels. Requires (2) AA
batteries, not included.
Height: 11.5", 29.2cm | Width: 9", 22.9cm
Depth: 5.5", 14cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3", 7.6cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1848 Nordale

Solid hardwood case, walnut ﬁnish. Decorative
screened glass front and side panels. Two-tone
metal dial. Revolving pendulum. Requires (2) AA
batteries, not included.
Height: 11.5", 29.2cm | Width: 8.25", 21cm
Depth: 5", 1.3cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

52

Tabletop and Picture Frame

B1704 Achievement

Stands apart from the crowd. Slim-line
presentation plaque design can hang on wall
or stand on a desk. Warm walnut ﬁnish on
oak and wood veneer with brass-tone accent
columns. Brass-tone chapter ring and raised
Roman numerals set on granite-look accented
dial. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 10.4", 26.4cm | Width: 7", 17.8cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm
Oversize Brass engraving plate included:
Width: 4.5", 11.4cm | Height: 2.5", 6.4cm

Engraving
plate

PLATE

INCLUDED

Back with
stand

B1712 Award

Engraving
plate

Presentation plaque design with brown cherry
ﬁnish and suspended thick glass front. Clock
can hang on wall or stand on a desk. Silentsweep (no ticking) second hand and quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.75", 17.1cm | Width: 5.25", 13.3cm
Depth: 1", 2.5cm
Large engraving plate (included) can be adhered
to front on glass or behind on wood.
Width: 3", 7.6cm | Height: 1.5", 3.8cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

Mount to
wall

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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Closed
case

B7340 Tremont

Hardwood case, antique walnut ﬁnish. Antique ﬁnish
aluminum bezel with raised Roman numerals. Ivory
parchment dial. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.
Height: 5.75", 14.6cm | Width: 8.25", 21cm
Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

B7450 Edinbridge

Wood and wood veneer case, rustic walnut ﬁnish.
Antiqued metal accents and handle. Antiqued gold-tone
bezel. White dial with quiet sweep (no ticking) second
hand. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 3.75", 9.5cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm
Depth: 7.5", 19.1cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: 1.25", 3.2cm

SILENT
MVMT

B1700 Grand Prix

Brass ﬁnish metal case. Floating two-tone metal dial with
quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand. Special engraving
plate inserts behind the glass. Clear protective lens.
Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 7.75", 19.7cm | Width: 8", 20.3cm
Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3.75", 9.5cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

Engraving
plate

54

Tabletop and Picture Frame

PLATE

INCLUDED

B5404 Port Jeff

Aged copper-ﬁnish metal case with brushed copperﬁnish hands and Arabic numerals on matte black dial.
Separate solid hardwood base in black ﬁnish. Clock case
can also be hung on wall. Quartz movement. Protective
glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 7.25", 18.4cm | Width: 7.35", 18.7cm
Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm | Clock only: Diameter: 5.9", 15cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 3.25", 8.3cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

B5010 Ebony Crystal

Contemporary tabletop clock crafted of heavy black glass
with polished silver-tone bezel, glass lens, and glossy
ebony dial accented with crystalline baguettes at each
hour marker. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.25", 15.9cm | Width: 5.25", 13.3cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm

PLATE

INCLUDED
PLATE

INCLUDED

B1703 Cheryl

Brass-tone metal case, brushed and polished ﬁnish.
Decorative ﬂuted sides. Floating metal dial with brightly
polished circular accents. Quiet sweep (no ticking)
second hand. Clear protective lens. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.

B1711 Bristol

Solid cast metal case, brushed brass ﬁnish. Clock with
bold Roman numerals seems to ﬂoat in clear thick glass
panel. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 5.5", 14cm | Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

Height: 5.5", 14cm | Width: 5.75", 14.6cm
Depth: 2.5", 6.4cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B2266 Baron

Solid aluminum case, brushed and polished ﬁnish.
Black dial with spun aluminum chapter ring. Quiet
sweep (no ticking) second hand. Protective glass
lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.25", 15.9cm | Width: 5.5", 14cm
Depth: 2.75", 7cm
Polished silver-tone ﬁnish engraving plate included:
Width: 3.5", 8.9cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B2835 Weston

Solid wood base, mahogany ﬁnish. Glass panel
with beveled top. Includes clock, thermometer with
Fahrenheit and Celsius scales, and hygrometer.
Polished gold-tone bezels. Clear protective lens.
Requires (1) LR44 battery, included.
Height: 4.75", 12.1cm | Width: 10", 25.4cm
Depth: 2", 5.1cm
Brass-tone engraving plate included:
Width: 8", 20.3cm | Height: 1", 2.5cm

SILENT
MVMT
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PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame

Engraving
plate

B2662 Ashton

Solid hardwood presentation box, highgloss ﬁnish over mahogany stain. Removable
polished gold-tone pocket watch and chain
with engravable back. Clear protective lens.
Additional round engraving plate for case.
Requires (1) SR626SW battery, included.
Height: 2.75", 7cm | Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Depth: 3.25", 8.3cm | Open: Height: 5", 12.7cm
Pocket watch: Diameter: 1.75", 4.4cm
Round engraving plate included for case:
Diameter: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B7756 Willits Table Clock

B7750 Glasner House Clock

Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

Height: 6.25", 15.9cm | Width: 6.25", 15.9cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm
Curved black engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

Adaptation of the art glass living room windows in the
Prairie-style Ward W. Willits House, Highland Park, Illinois,
1902. Solid wood base and frame, light cherry ﬁnish.
Mineral glass panel. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second
hand. Clear protective lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.

Adapted from the art glass window in the living room of
the W.A. Glasner House, Glencoe, Illinois, 1905. Solid wood
base, light cherry stain. Mineral glass panel. Quiet sweep
(no ticking) second hands. Clear protective lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.

SILENT
MVMT
SILENT
MVMT
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PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B1709 Memories

A clock and Picture Frame that doubles as
a photo album. Holds 12 additional 4" x 6"
photos behind a hidden magnetic side door.
Rectangular brushed gold-tone with contrasting
black accents frame the 4" x 6" picture frame
on one side and the clock with a white dial and
stylized Arabic numerals on the other. Quartz
movement. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 7.5", 19.1cm | Width: 5.1", 13cm
Depth: 3", 7.6cm
Gold-tone engraving plate is included:
Width: 5", 12.7cm | Height: 2.75", 7cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

Inside

B1234 Winfield

Back

Hinged wood case, espresso brown ﬁnish.
Brushed pewter-ﬁnish aluminum inner frame
holds a 4" x 6" photograph. Silent sweep
seconds hand (no ticking). Protective glass lens.
Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 9.5", 24.1cm | Width: 15", 38.1cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 6.5", 16.5cm | Height: 8.5", 21.6cm

SILENT
MVMT
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PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame

B1254 Ceremonial

Hinged metal case, chrome ﬁnish. Holds a 5" x
7" photograph. Protective glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
Height: 8.25", 21cm | Width: 12.5", 31.8cm
Depth: 1", 2.5cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1275 Forte II

Hinged brushed aluminum case. Holds a 3.5" x
5" photograph. Protective glass lens. Requires (1)
AA battery, not included.
Height: 6", 15.2cm | Width: 9", 22.9cm
Depth: 1.25", 3.2cm
Engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

Tabletop and Picture Frame
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B1707 Travel Time

An ingenious LCD quartz traveler, with on-demand
blue backlight, tells time in 12- or 24-hour mode, and
measures room temperature in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
Has a day/date/month calendar feature and a sixminute snooze function, seven different alarm sounds
to choose from too. Protective travel cover ﬂips to
create a stable base on bedside table. Requires (2) AAA
batteries, not included.
Height: 2.75", 7cm | Width: 4", 10.2cm
Depth: 1", 2.5cm

Lighted
dial

Closed
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Alarm

Alarm

Lighted
dial

B6844 Flair

Aluminum case and base, brushed satin ﬁnish. Luminous
hands. Lighted dial on demand. Beep alarm. Quiet sweep
(no ticking) second hand. Protective glass lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 4", 10.2cm | Width: 3.5", 8.9cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

SILENT
MVMT

Lighted
dial

B1868 Oracle

A wake-up call for heavy sleepers, with both beeping
and ﬂashing-light alarm, and lighted dial. Dial light is
activated by either by sound or shaking the clock. Large
EZ-read edge-to-edge dial with simple automatic push
button sets time. EZ-set alarm wheel and top alarm-set
indicator make it foolproof. Ascending alarm starts out
softly and gets progressively louder and rings steady until
shut off. Shake the clock to activate the 5-minute snooze
function or push the back button. Black molded case
with edge to edge protective lens for clear viewing. Silent
(no ticking) quartz movement. Requires (2) AAA batteries,
not included.
Height: 4", 10.2cm | Width: 3.75", 9.5cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

SILENT
MVMT

Simple
push
buttons to
set time

Green
indicator
makes it easy
to see that
alarm is set

B1870 Manor

Molded case with woodgrain front. Large, easy-to-read
black ﬂoating dial illuminates on demand. Visual window
on front conﬁrms the alarm is set, Ascending-volume
alarm, then steady beep and six-minute snooze function.
Rear set knobs are extended for easy setting. Silent
sweep (no ticking) quartz movement. Requires (2) (AAA)
batteries, not included.

Lighted
dial

Height: 3.75", 9.5cm | Width: 3.75, 9.5cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

SILENT
MVMT

Red indicator
shows alarm
is set

Extended
knobs are
easy to set
Alarm
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B5027 Lite Night

Metal case, brushed silver-tone ﬁnish.
Ascending volume electronic beep alarm with
top shut-off and snooze button. Two-tone silver
and black dial with oversize numerals, luminous
hands and markers. Dial lights up at touch of
button. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand.
Shatter-resistant protective glass lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 3.75", 9.5cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

Lighted
dial

SILENT
MVMT

B1872 Moonbeam

Black molded case with mirror-polished
gunmetal accents. Bright-white dial has an
optional stay-lit feature to offer all night soft
lighting of the dial which automatically turns
off with daylight. Three-level alarm with softto-loud volume, then steady beep. Snooze bar
function lets you sleep an extra six-minutes
and has an extra bright on-demand light. Rear
set knobs extended for easy setting. Silent
sweep (no ticking) quartz movement. Requires
(2) AA batteries, not included.
Height: 4", 10.2cm | Width: 4.75", 12.1cm
Depth: 1.5", 3.8cm

SILENT
MVMT

Lighted
dial

Extended
knobs are
easy to set
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Alarm

B8124 Bellman

Polished gold-tone metal case. Luminous
hour and minute hands. 36-hour key-wind.
Bell alarm. Protective glass lens. No battery
required.
Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 5", 12.7cm
Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm

B8127 Bellman II

Polished chrome-ﬁnish metal case. Luminous
hour and minute hands. 36-hour key-wind.
Bell alarm. Protective glass lens. No battery
required.
Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 5", 12.7cm
Depth: 2.25", 5.7cm

Alarm
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Frank Lloyd Wright
Collection
96B367 Blueprint Chronograph

This timepiece incorporates one of Frank Lloyd Wright’s more famous projects, the Coonley
playhouse based outside of Chicago. It is the stain glass windows which have been a popular
design that has been revered and copied into many items. The circles and squares go back
to his use of geometric shapes that have been integral in his designs. Designed in 1912, The
Avery Coonley Playhouse was originally a private schoolhouse on the estate of industrialist
Avery Coonley. Yet, just a few years after its completion, the Coonley’s had it converted into
a single-family residence, as it remains today. The timepiece’s stainless steel case includes a
blue enamel dial that is reminiscent of an Architects blueprint drawing and features a 5 hand
chronograph with two sub dials that track the Chronographs function while in use. The case is
made of Stainless Steel for durability and has a domed mineral crystal. The natural calf-skin
strap is ﬁnished in brown and accented with white stitching.
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Frank Lloyd Wright Collection

96A248 The Oculus Automatic

Form and Function exist as one which is part of
Mr. Wright’s philosophy. This watch, an abstract
depiction of Frank Lloyd Wright’s ‘December
Gifts’ has a neutral gray patterned dial. Featured
is a stainless steel case and black leather
strap with a three-piece buckle closure. Beauty
and utility are what composes an automatic
watch. The heartbeat open aperture and glass
exhibition case back, offer a look into the
automatic movement. Watch features a domed
mineral crystal and water resistance to 30
meters.
Caseback

Diameter: 39mm | Depth: 12.2mm

96L286 Pattern # 106

The dial design, #106, relates to a fabric pattern
developed by Frank Lloyd Wright in a series of
colors. This watch has an elongated stainless
steel tank shaped curved case. The bracelet,
features a complimentary and ﬂexible pattern
for elegant wear. The light gray dial features
raised hour markers which add dimension
to the dial. Watch features a curved mineral
crystal, locking bracelet closure and water
resistance to 30 meters.
Height: 45mm | Width: 24.6mm
Depth: 8.2mm

®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.
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97A141 April Shower

96A223 December Gifts

96A164 Men’s SC Johnson

96C138 May Basket

This watch, with gold-tone stainless steel case and
brown leather strap, was adapted from the ‘April
Showers’ drawing, developed by Wright for Liberty
magazine in 1927. The design is an abstraction of spring
rain, so it is appropriate that Wright used a 45-degree grid
of squares overlapped by circles suggesting ripples in a
rain puddle. Water resistant to 30 meters.

This watch, with silver-tone stainless steel case and
black leather strap manufactured by Bulova, was adapted
from the dome design of the SC Johnson Administrative
Building, 1936. Water resistant to 30 meters.
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Frank Lloyd Wright Collection

In 1927, Wright designed a series of twelve monthly
covers based on seasonal themes for Liberty magazine.
When submitted, they were judged to be too avantgarde for the time but would become the basis for later
interpretations executed in diverse media. Each design
is an example of Wright's practice using the tools of his
trade. This design is a detail from the drawing, December
Gifts, depicting festive holiday gifts with ribbon and bows
abstracted to striking geometric shapes. Water resistant
to 30 meters.

This watch, with silver-tone stainless steel case and
brown leather strap, was adapted from the ‘May Basket’
drawing, developed by Wright for Liberty magazine in
1927. The watch features a detail from an abstraction
of a basket of overﬂowing grapes and other fruit in
springtime. Water resistant to 30 meters.

®/TM/© 2021, Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. All Rights Reserved.

31.5"

14"

Lighted
dial

C4881 Liberty

C4803 Taliesin

A Frank Lloyd Wright inspired design showcasing his famous
1930s Exhibition font numerals and signature red accents. This
oversize gallery clock becomes the focal point of any room.
Antique black metal case, laser-cut relief numerals on a natural
brown wooden dial. Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery,
not included.

Diameter: 31.5", 80cm | Depth: 2.75", 7cm

New Frank Lloyd Wright outdoor lighted dial design. Molded
weatherproof case, ﬁnished in a rubbed bronze color. Gasketed
protective glass lens. Automatic light sensor determines when
the 4 white LED’s light up illumination of the reﬂective ink on the
dial. Highlighting the December Gifts design from a collection
of “Liberty” magazine covers submitted in the 1920’s but never
published as it was thought they were too avant-garde for the
times. Great for any outdoor or high humidity location. Uses (1) AA
battery for the silent sweep (no ticking) quartz movement and (4)
D batteries to power the light, not included.
Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 3", 7.6cm

NE

W!

LIGHTED

SILENT
MVMT

14"
12"

C4834 Luxfer Prism

Frank Lloyd Wright designed and patented a series of 45 prisms
of clear glass tiles to refract light for the Luxfer Prism Company
Building in Buffalo, New York, 1896-97. The front and rear walls
of the building were made entirely of these Luxfer Prisms. This
clock incorporates two of the famous prism designs, including
the ﬂower design that was the only one ever actually produced.
Case is made of individual bronze-ﬁnish rods. The dial has
raised hour markers on cream color with a shadow background
design. Quiet sweep (no ticking) seconds hand. Requires (1) AA
battery, not included.

C3333 Exhibition Clock

Numerals of this clock are an adaptation of the Exhibition
typeface, developed by Wright in the 1930s for use on a special
series of exhibition drawings. Dimensional cast resin case.
Antiqued bronze metallic ﬁnish. Raised outer rim, center ring
and stylized numerals. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Diameter: 12", 30.5cm | Depth: 1", 2.5cm

Diameter: 14", 35.6cm | Depth: 1.75", 4.4cm

SILENT
MVMT

Frank Lloyd Wright Collection
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C4836 Harley Bradley Clock

Gracing a cul-de-sac and overlooking the Kankakee
River in Illinois, the handsome two-story B. Harley
Bradley House was designed by Wright early in his career
and has a variety of unique and beautiful leaded glass
windows. Their elongated geometric patterns are some
of the most sophisticated ever created and this clock
design has been adapted from a detail of one of those
windows. Bentwood curved top and full base in maple
veneer stained in an ebony ﬁnish with brass- ﬁnish
rod pendulum. Bulova Harmonic 2 triple-chime plays a
choice of Westminster, Ave Maria or Bim-Bam melody
on the hour. Adjustable volume control. Automatic night
shutoff switch available. Quiet sweep (no ticking) seconds
hand. Protective glass lens. Requires (4) AA batteries, not
included.
Height: 18.5", 47cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm
Depth: 4.25", 10.8cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 2.5", 6.4cm
Height: .5", 1.3cm

3

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1839 Willits Mantel Clock

Adaptation of an art glass window from the Ward W.
Willits House, a 1902 Prairie-style masterpiece, Highland
Park, Illinois. Solid wood case, walnut ﬁnish. Geometric
wood pendulum. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second hand.
Protective glass lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 16", 40.6cm | Width: 7", 17.8cm
Depth: 3.5", 8.9cm
Engraving plate included: Width: 3.25", 8.3cm
Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

68

PLATE

INCLUDED

Frank Lloyd Wright Collection
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B7756 Willits Table Clock

Adaptation of the art glass living room windows in the
Prairie-style Ward W. Willits House, Highland Park, Illinois,
1902. Solid wood base and frame, light cherry ﬁnish.
Mineral glass panel. Quiet sweep (no ticking) second
hand. Clear protective lens. Requires (1) AA battery, not
included.
Height: 7", 17.8cm | Width: 7.5", 19.1cm | Depth: 2", 5.1cm

B7750 Glasner House Clock

Adapted from the art glass window in the living room of
the W.A. Glasner House, Glencoe, Illinois, 1905. Solid wood
base, light cherry stain. Mineral glass panel. Quiet sweep
(no ticking) second hands. Clear protective lens. Requires
(1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.25", 15.9cm | Width: 6.25", 15.9cm
Depth: 2", 5.1cmm
Curved black engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .75", 1.9cm

SILENT
MVMT

SILENT
MVMT

PLATE

INCLUDED

B1659 Usonian II Mantel Clock

Based on the “board and batten” walls utilized in the
Usonian Homes, 1936-1959. Solid hardwood alder case,
natural ﬁnish. Walnut stain base and accent lines.
Protective glass lens Requires (1) AA battery, not included.
Height: 6.5", 16.5cm | Width: 9.5", 24.0cm
Depth: 2.75", 7cm
Brass material, brushed ﬁnish engraving plate included:
Width: 2.5", 6.4cm | Height: .5", 1.3cm

PLATE

INCLUDED

Frank Lloyd Wright Collection
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Clock Customization
Ordering Engraving Plates
Available engraving plates are shown below.
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PD110

2.5" x .5", 6.35cm x 1.27cm

PD109

2.5" x .5", 6.35cm x 1.27cm

PD120

3.25" x .75", 8.26cm x 1.91cm

PD108

3.25" x .75", 8.26cm x 1.91cm

PD104

3.25" x 1.25", 8.26cm x 3.18cm

PD107

3.5" x 1", 8.89cm x 2.54cm

Information

PDB1534

3" x .75", 7.62cm x 1.27cm

PDB1535

3" x .75", 7.62cm x 1.27cm

PD1234

6.5" x 8.5", 16.51cm x 21.59cm

Style

Page

Engraving
Plate

Name

B1234 .....................58........................... Included.......................................Winﬁeld
B1254 .....................59........................... Included................................Ceremonial
B1275......................59........................... Included......................................... Forte II
B1500.....................34 ........................... Included......................................Kingston
B1514 ......................36 ........................... Included..................................... Asheville
B1515 ......................36 .....................................................................................Norwalk
B1534 .....................52 ........................... Included.........................................Empire
B1659 ................. 43, 69 ....................... Included...... Usonian II Mantel Clock
B1700 .....................54 ........................... Included..................................Grand Prix
B1703......................55 ........................... Included.......................................... Cheryl
B1704 .....................53 ........................... Included............................ Achievement
B1706 .....................50........................... Included......................................... Trident
B1707......................60..............................................................................Travel Time
B1708 ..................... 47 ........................... Included................................. Forecaster
B1709 .....................58........................... Included...................................Memories
B1710 ......................50........................... Included................................Golden Eye
B1711 .......................55 ........................................................................................ Bristol
B1712.......................53 ........................... Included...........................................Award
B1718 ......................49........................... Included..........................................Gentry
B1719 ......................50........................... Included...........................................Arthur
B1720 ..................... 51............................ Included.....................................Adrienne
B1765......................33 ........................... Included...................................... Cambria
B1839 ................. 43, 68 ....................... Included.............. Willits Mantel Clock
B1845 .....................35 ........................... Included......................................... Durant
B1848 .....................52 ........................... Included....................................... Nordale
B1850 .....................32 .................................................................................. Westport
B1860.....................34 ........................... Included.................................. Vanderbilt
B1863 ..................... 51............................ Included.......................................... Bonita
B1864 .....................46........................... Included..............................Silver Streak
B1866 .....................36 .....................................................................Holiday Sounds
B1868 ..................... 61......................................................................................... Oracle
B1870 ..................... 61..........................................................................................Manor
B1872......................62 ..............................................................................Moonbeam
B1881 ......................45 ........................... Included.......................................Holyoke
B1909..................... 37 ........................... Included.....................................Abbeville
B1929 ..................... 37 ........................... Included................................... Annette II
B1931 ......................33 ........................... Included..................................Sturbridge
B1975......................33 ........................... Included..............................Chadbourne
B1987......................35 ........................... Included......................................Bardwell
B2023 ....................49........................... Included....................................... Vantage
B2025 ....................49........................... Included................................ Wentworth
B2026 ....................49........................... Included..........................................Valeria
B2258 ....................45 ........................... Included...... Wyndmere, World Time
B2266 ....................56 ........................... Included........................................... Baron
B2454 .................... 51............................ Included.................................... The Pearl
B2662 .................... 57 ........................... Included.........................................Ashton
B2835 ....................56 ........................... Included........................................Weston
B2842 .................... 51............................ Included.................................... Accolade
B5010.....................55 ........................... Included...........................Ebony Crystal
B5027.....................62 ................................................................................. Lite Night
B5404 ....................55 ........................... Included......................................Port eff
B6844 .................... 61..............................................................................................Flair
B7340 ...................54 .................................................................................... Tremont
B7450.....................54 ........................... Included................................. Edinbridge
B7466..................... 37 ........................... Included..........................................Dalton
B7467.....................45 ........................... Included.................................... Hardwick
B7520 ....................50........................... Included............................................ Largo
B7590 .................... 47 ........................... Included...................................Belvedere
B7651......................45 ........................... Included...................................Ambiance
B7750................. 57, 69 ....................... Included............Glasner House Clock
B7756................. 57, 69 ........................................................... Willits Table Clock
B8124 .....................63 .................................................................................... Bellman
B8127......................63 .................................................................................Bellman II
B8818 .....................48........................... Included.......................................Tristan I
B8821 ................. 37, 48........................ Included....................................... Heather
B8826 ....................44........................... Included........................................Victoria
B8900....................46.......................................................................................Classic
B8901.....................46..................................................................................... Newton
C1517 ......................42 ........................... Included.................................... Saybrook
C3260 ....................20...........................................................................Whittingham
C3333..................15, 67.................................................................Exhibition Clock
C3375.....................43 ........................... Included........................................... Cirrus
C3381 .....................40........................... Included...................................... Tatianna
C3383 .................... 13............................ Included............................................Avent
C3542 ....................42 ........................... Included..................................Cranbrook
C3543 .................... 41............................ Included....................................... Ashford
C3545 ....................38 ..............................................................................Thomaston
C4110......................24 .............................................. Sandpiper Outdoor/Indoor
........................................................................................................Bluetooth® Clock
C4115 ......................39 .............................................................................Manchester
C4117 ...................... 14 ..................................................................................... Phoenix
C4119 ...................... 14 ......................................................................................Flatiron
C4124 .....................22 ............................................................................. Full Service

Style

Page

Engraving
Plate

Name

C4125 ..................... 27 ............................................................................ Block Island
C4126 .....................28...................................................................................... Granite
C4228 .................... 12............................ Included....................................Reedham
C4331 .....................40........................... Included..................................... Hartwick
C4419.....................43 ........................... Included............................... Manorcourt
C4437.....................39 ........................... Included................................... Ridgedale
C4443 .................... 41...................................................................................... Baronet
C4646.................... 18 ................................................................................ Silhouette
C4800..................... 6 ..........................................................................................Nadya
C4801...................... 6 ............................................................................... Olde World
C4803.................10, 67................................................................................... Taliesin
C4804.................... 12.............................................................................................Daily
C4806..................... 8 ................................................................................Panel Time
C4808.................... 13...................................................................................... Newton
C4809..................... 9 ................................................................................. Blue Steel
C4810......................17.....................................................................................Manager
C4813 .....................25 .................................................................... Weather Master
C4814......................11..............................................................................Silhouette II
C4815 ..................... 10 ............................................................................... Westwood
C4820..................... 7 ......................................................................................Carmen
C4821 ...................... 7 ........................................................................................Gabriel
C4826....................26 ................................................................................Light Time
C4830.....................17.......................................................................................... Lobby
C4831 ......................17.......................................................................................Cubicle
C4832 .....................17.............................................................................. O ce Mate
C4833 .................... 21................................................................... Industrial Motion
C4834 .................15, 67........................................................................ Luxfer Prism
C4835 .................... 21..................................................................... Gears In Motion
C4836 ................ 42, 68 ....................... Included............ Harley Bradley Clock
C4844.................... 18 .................................................................................... Winston
C4845.................... 12...................................................................................Oakbrook
C4846.................... 16......................................................................................Director
C4849.................... 16...........................................................................................Metro
C4857 ..................... 5 ....................................................................................Colossus
C4860....................29......................................................................................Sunrise
C4865.................... 19 .............................................................................Night Vision
C4867 .....................11............................ Included................................. Manhattan
C4877...................... 5 ......................................................................................Zeeland
C4879 ....................29................................................................................Patio Time
C4880.................... 14 ................................................................................ Nantucket
C4881................. 26, 67 ................................................................................... Liberty
C4882....................28.......................................................................... Shower Mate
C4883 ....................28........................................................................... Handy Timer
C4884....................29.......................................................................................Skylark
C4885....................25 .....................................................................................Tiverton
C4886.................... 27 ....................................................................................Vineyard
C4887 .................... 12...............................................................................Beacon Hill
C4888.................... 21...................................................................................Mechanic
C4889....................23 ................................................................................. Naturalist
C4890....................23 ...................................................................................... Regatta
C4891.....................23 ................................................................................. Tide Light
C4892.................... 19 ........................................................................................ Darian
C4893 .................... 19 ...................................................................................... Beacon
C4894..................... 8 ..........................................................................Chapel Street
C4895..................... 9 ................................................................................ The Estate
C4896.................... 13.......................................................................................Bel Aire
C4897 ....................20.................................................................................Westwind
C4898....................20....................................................................................... Artistic
C4899....................23 ........................................................................................ Clarity
C4900.................... 31.......................................................................... Golden Music
C4901..................... 31.......................................................................... Dancing Tune
C4902....................30...................................................................................Fantastic
C4903....................32 ............................................................................... Emporium
C9888....................22 ..............................................................................Precisionist
FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT
96A164...................66...........................................................S.C. Johnson (Men’s)
96A223..................66.....................................................................December Gifts
96A248..................65 .......................................................The Oculus Automatic
96B367..................64......................................................Blueprint Chronograph
96C138 ..................66..............................................................................May Basket
96L286..................65 ........................................................................... Pattern #106
97A141 ....................66...........................................................................April Shower
B1659 ................. 43, 69 ....................... Included...... Usonian II Mantel Clock
B1839 ................. 43, 68 ....................... Included.............. Willits Mantel Clock
B7750................. 57, 69 ....................... Included............Glasner House Clock
B7756................. 57, 69 ........................................................... Willits Table Clock
C3333..................15, 67.................................................................Exhibition Clock
C4803.................10, 67................................................................................... Taliesin
C4834 .................15, 67........................................................................ Luxfer Prism
C4836 ................ 42, 68 ....................... Included............ Harley Bradley Clock
C4881................. 26, 67 ................................................................................... Liberty
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In the United States:

Bulova
350 Fifth Avenue, 29th Floor
New York, New York 10118

To place orders:

Visit our B2B site at coa-retailers.com
Email us at orders@citizenwatchgroup.com

In Mexico:

Torre Vistral
Avenida Insurgentes Sur 730 Piso 14
Col. Del Valle, Del. Benito Juaréz
CP 03100 Ciudad de México
Tel: 55 50611840

View the complete line of
all Bulova products at:

www.bulovaclocks.com
www.bulova.com

5P283 Catalog
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